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‘A boutique practice with a great service ethic’  

is how we like to describe our team. 
DFK Gray Perry joined DFK International in 1991. Our DFK affiliation 

improves the services we offer to clients and the opportunities available 

for our staff. The structure of the affiliation and size of the individual 

members offers clients a high level of personal partner involvement with 

the ability to respond quickly and comprehensively to the needs of clients. 

 
As a result the DFK affiliation provides a practical and personalised 

alternative to dealing with large multinational firms both within Australia 

and New Zealand and also across the world. 

 

The accounting and business advisory services we provide are 

enriched by our membership of DFK. 
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Tax Updates

DFK Australia New Zealand

Small Business Energy Incentive

The Albanese government has announced it will

provide small businesses with an additional 20%

deduction on spending that supports

electrification and more efficient use of energy.

Businesses with an aggregated turnover of less

than $50 million will be eligible for investments

like:

Electrifying heating and cooling systems

Upgrading to more efficient fridges and

induction cooktops

Installing batteries and heat pumps

Up to $100,000 of total expenditure will be

eligible for the incentive, with the maximum

bonus tax deduction being $20,000, however all

expenditure must be deductible under another

provision of the tax law.

The incentive will apply from 1 July 2023 to 30

June 2023 and is not yet enacted law.

Importance of Keeping Good Records

All businesses whether large or small will benefit

from accurate, complete and timely business

records. Good records assist a business with

managing cashflow, profitability analysis and are

beneficial for meeting tax compliance obligations.

The Australian Tax Office as released some

guidelines for the foundations of good record

keeping:

Keep all relevant tax and super records

relating to starting, operating, changing,

selling and closing your business

Store all records safely to prevent damage

and protect information from being changed.

Keep most records for 5 years or longer if it

relates to a capital asset, depreciable items or

any changes to business and ownership

structures.

Be able to show records whenever the ATO

requests further information

The records must be kept in English or be

readily convertible to English.

Records may be keep in paper or digital format or

a combination of both. This includes all invoices

from suppliers and invoices sent to customers.

For all digital records, it is wise to have a

systematic and regular back up system to limit

losses caused by an adverse event.

NSW Land Tax – Changes to Principal Place

of Residence Exemption

Individuals are liable for land tax in NSW as at 31

Dec each year when they own a property

exceeding the land tax threshold ($969,000 for

2023 year). At present, the Principal Place of

Residence (PPR) exemption is available when an

individual ‘uses and occupies’ the property as

their PPR and has an interest of at least 1% in the

property.

From 1 February 2024, individuals who use and

occupy land as a PPR must together have a

minimum of 25% ownership to claim the

exemption. There is a transitional provision that

allows individuals with less than 25% ownership

to continue to be exempt from land tax until 31

December 2025.

Property owners who are no longer eligible for the

exemption must register for land tax.  If these

changes impact a property currently exempt,

please discuss with your DFK contact if the

ownership requires restructure.
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Changes to Administration of Deductible

Gift Recipient (DGR) categories

From 1 January 2024, the transfer of

administrative responsibility of four unique DGR

categories will be transferred to the ATO from

four other government departments. This change

will mean the ATO is responsible for administering

and assessing all 52 categories of DGR

organisations.

The categories being transferred are:

Cultural organisations

Environmental organisations

Harm prevention charities

Developing country relief funds or

organisations

Organisations which are already endorsed in

these DGR categories will continued to be

endorsed provided their eligibility criteria is

maintained. Any organisation wishing to apply for

DGR status should now apply directly through the

ATO.

The first NFP self-review return for the 2023-24

year will be required to be lodged between 1 July

and 31 October 2024. A return must be lodged

for all active individual ABN’s, even if the sporting

or cultural group is affiliated with a broader

organisation.

The calculation of fuel tax credits has been

indexed again due to changes in excise &

customs duty on fuel. The current rates are valid

until 2 Feb 2024 when another indexation in

scheduled.

The fuel tax credit rates are changing regularly so

it very important to keep good records to support

your claim. For fuel used in heavy vehicles you

are required to apply the applicable rate on the

date you acquired the fuel.

For the 2023-2024 year and onwards, NFPs with

an active Australian Business Number (ABN) will

need to lodge an annual NFP self-review return to

continue to receive an income tax exemption.

This requirement does not apply to organisations

registered with the Australian Charities and Not

for Profit Commission (ACNC) as they are already

have annual reporting requirements.

Changes to Reporting Requirements for

Not for Profits (NFP) including Sporting &

Cultural Clubs

Fuel Tax Credits – indexation changes
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Use of Fuel Type of Fuel

From 1

July

2023

From 1

Aug

2023

Vehicle

greater than

4.5 tonnes

GVM

travelling on

a public

road

Petrol, diesel

or blended

fuels eg E10

  

  18.9

cents

  

 20.0

cents

  

Specified

off-road

activities

Petrol, diesel

or blended

fuels

47.7

cents

48.8

cents

All other

business

uses

including

power to

auxiliary

equipment

of a heavy

vehicle

Petrol, diesel

or blended

fuels eg E10

  47.7

cents

  

  48.8

cents

  

LPG
  15.6

cents

  

  15.9

cents

  

LNG or CNG
  32.7

cents

  

  33.4

cents
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The portals will remain offline until Tuesday 2nd

January 2024. Therefore, if any Activity

Statements, Income Tax Returns or other ATO

Reporting is required, please ensure it is lodged

prior to 23rd December.

Organisations may still lodge Single Touch Payroll

reports during this period, however the

information will not be processed by the ATO

until 2nd Jan 2024.

The ATO has published General Interest Charge

(GIC) and Shortfall Interest Charge (SIC) rates for

the second quarter of the 2023-24 income year.

The GIC annual rate for October – December

2023 is 11.15% and the SIC rate is 7.15%. 
ATO Support and Electronic Lodgements

over Christmas Break

All ATO offices, phone support and customer

service will close from noon Friday 22nd

December and resume on Tuesday 2nd January

2024. All ATO online portals including Business

Portal, ATO Online Services and Small Business

Superannuation Clearing House will be

unavailable after 10pm on Saturday 23rd

December due to annual system upgrades. 

GIC and SIC Rates
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Upcoming Key Dates and Deadlines

21 Dec 2023 November 2023 Monthly Activity Statement due for lodgement and payment

21 Jan 2024
December 2023 Monthly Activity Statement due for lodgement and payment except of

businesses with turnover up to $10 million

28 Jan 2024 Super Guarantee Contributions for Dec 2023 quarter must be paid by this date

31 Jan 2024 Lodgement of tax return for large/medium entities

21 Feb 2024
December 2023 Monthly Activity Statement due for lodgement and payment for businesses

with turnover up to $10 million

21 Feb 2024 January 2024 Monthly Activity Statement due for lodgement and payment

28 Feb 2024
Lodgement and payment of 2023 Income Tax Returns for non-taxable large and medium

entities

28 Feb 2024
Lodgement and payment of 2023 Income Tax Returns for new registrants who are large or

medium entities

28 Feb 2024
Lodgement and payment of 2023 Income Tax Returns for new Self-Managed

Superannuation Fund registrants

28 Feb 2024 Oct – Dec 2023 Business Activity Statement due for lodgement and payment

28 Feb 2024
Lodge and pay Annual GST Return if taxpayer does not have an Annual Income Tax Return

requirement

21 Mar 2024 February 2024 Monthly Activity Statement due for lodgement and payment

31 Mar 2024
2023 Income Tax Return due for individuals and trusts whose latest return resulted in a

$20,000 or greater tax liability

31 Mar 2024
2023 Income Tax Return due for lodgement and payment for Companies and Super Funds

with a turnover of greater than $2 million unless required to lodge earlier

31 Mar 2024 End of 2024 Fringe Benefits Tax year

December Bulletin
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Do you ever find yourself dissatisfied with your

current financial situation? 

Have you ever stopped to contemplate how you

can improve your financial well-being?

If thoughts like this cross your mind…

“Am I overspending on bills?”

“Why am I struggling to save enough?”

 “How can I repay more debt?”

“Could I negotiate a better rate on my

mortgage?”

Then it’s time to take action.

Whether you have minor concerns or are facing

significant financial challenges, addressing

them sooner rather than later is always the best

approach. And what better time to start than

now?

Regardless of your current situation, most of us

can make a fresh start and enhance our money

management skills. It may seem daunting at first

but breaking it down into manageable steps

makes it more achievable and effective. Each task

you tick off your financial to-do list is an

accomplishment worth celebrating!

1. Dedicate regular time to money matters

Take control of your finances by setting aside

dedicated time each month to focus on your

money matters. By establishing this habit, you

can gradually tackle one task at a time and

make progress.

2. Calculate your net worth 

Knowing your starting point is essential for

gauging progress. Calculate your net worth by

listing your assets and liabilities, then

subtracting the latter from the former.

Tracking your net worth annually will help you

monitor your progress and identify areas for

improvement.

3. Set goals and create a budget

The key to financial advancement lies in

defining your goals and devising a plan to

achieve them. Make the most of your financial

situation by prioritising your spending and

creating a budget that aligns with your

objectives. If you need guidance on building a

personal budget, there are many online

budgeting tools available.

If you want to create better financial

outcomes, consider taking these 8 actions
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4. Manage lifestyle creep 

As income increases, so does the tendency to

spend more. This phenomenon, known as lifestyle

creep, occurs when rising earnings lead to

increased discretionary spending. It’s crucial to be

aware of this and ensure your lifestyle doesn’t

overshadow your financial security. Implementing

step 3, creating a budget, can help you control

your lifestyle spending.

5. Practise mindful spending

Distinguish between needs and wants to make

better spending choices. Prioritise your needs

(such as food, housing and healthcare) over your

wants. After addressing your needs, allocate

funds towards your financial goals before

indulging in discretionary expenses. Ideally, any

money remaining should be saved. This is where

step 3, creating a budget, proves handy.

6. Separate your funds

Establish a designated savings account or

consider utilising a mortgage offset account.

Automate your savings so that your bills and

debts are paid first. 

The more you can save the better as it allows for

compound interest to work its magic. If you have

an offset account, the more money you save, the

less interest you pay on your home loan.

7. Build an emergency fund

Prepare for unexpected events by creating an

emergency fund. This fund will come to your

aid when urgent or unforeseen expenses arise,

allowing you to address them without resorting to

8. Review your home loan

Your mortgage payments likely constitute a

significant portion of your budget. Ensuring that

you have the most suitable home loan for your

circumstances can greatly contribute to the

achievement of your financial goals.

Remember, it’s important to develop good habits

that promote better financial decision making.

These habits will not only improve your financial

situation but also provide peace of mind and

reduce stress.
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Your business faces an increasingly complex

regulatory landscape when it comes to data

privacy, consumer protection and industry-

specific compliance requirements.

Keeping on top of these compliance requirements

is a complex task. Failing to meet your

requirements can have serious implications, with

non-compliance (whether intentional or

accidental) resulting in legal repercussions and

possible reputational damage for the company.

Taking excellent care of your customer data

We live in a digital world, where your organisation

collects huge amounts of data from your

customers. This includes contact details, financial

information, credit card details and detailed

breakdowns of their spending habits and buying

preferences.

In an effort to protect this data and preserve

customer privacy, there are various data

regulations that you must comply with.

A sample of these global data privacy laws

include:

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in

the EU

The Data Protection Act 2018 in the UK

The Privacy Act 2020 in Australia

The Privacy Act 2020 in New Zealand

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act in

the USA

Depending on your organisation's home territory,

and where you trade, there may well be

international, national and local data regulations

to comply with. That’s a lot to get your head

around, especially if you’re new to business and

not familiar with the legal framework.

So, what can you do to make your compliance

journey simpler and as effective as possible?

Here are five simple steps to enhance your

compliance:
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Work closely with legal advisers – compliance can

get complicated if you’re not a legal expert. It’s

sensible to seek advice from legal professionals,

so you understand the specific compliance

obligations for your industry and region.

Run regular compliance audits – it’s important to

conduct regular risk assessments of your in-

house data compliance. This helps your

organisation comply with all the relevant

regulations and industry standards and stay

updated with changes to compliance law.

Protect your customer data – your customers

expect you to take good care of their data, both

personal and financial. Secure your customer and

business data through end-to-end encryption and

use of the best data privacy practices.

Deliver regular training and keep your employees

up to speed – your team needs to know the latest

rules around compliance and what’s required of

them. This means running frequent compliance

training, so there’s a culture of compliance

awareness.

Use the latest data storage solutions – with so

much customer data being generated, it’s

important to use up-to-date documentation

management and data storage software. This

keeps the records and data you need safe,

organised and easy to access.

Getting a grip on data compliance is a team

effort. It’s important to work with legal, IT and

data security professionals to ensure your

organisation is ticking all the correct compliance

boxes.

As your business adviser, we

can connect you with experts

in all the relevant compliance

areas, so you get the advice,

support and training you need

as an organisation.
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When your managers and employees have their

own budgets to utilise and spend, it's important to

keep in control of these staff expenses.

It used to be standard practice to have a firm-

wide company credit card that staff could use to

make ad-hoc and recurring payments. But a

company card can easily be misused and doesn't

help you keep your spending in check.

Today's expense management systems, like

Soldo, Pleo or Weel, all give you far greater

control over your staff spending – with additional

benefits that streamline your expenses process.

The benefits of a cloud-based expenses

management system

The evolution of cloud accounting and fintech

software has led to a significant leap forward in

the control your business can have over its staff

expenses.

Expense management solutions are now fully

digital platforms. Your team has flexible ways to

pay for expenses and operational costs, with a

greater level of control over how much is spent,

who spends it and how these costs track against

the company’s main cashflow position.

With a modern expense management app, you can:

Use virtual debit cards to pay for expenses –

team members can be issued with virtual cards

that are quick to set up, use and cancel, if

necessary. Having multiple virtual cards helps

you keep track of specific spending and allows

employees to make payments directly from their

phone or tablet.

Align each card number to a specific budget or

cost centre – each card number is linked to a

defined budget, branch or cost centre. Instead of

having one card that all staff spending is dumped

onto, you have a defined card for each budget.

This helps you track that person’s or

department’s spending and produce drilled-down

management information about their spending

and outgoings.

Set card limits, so staff can't overspend – each

card can be given an agreed spending limit, to

reign in overspending and casual use of the card

without prior approval. Managers can approve

spending prior to a payment being made, with full

transparency over where the money is going and

the agreed amount that can be spent.

Integrate your expenses system with your cloud

accounting platform – if your accounting

software has a suitable API, you can connect

your expense platform to your digital accounts.

This automates the whole process of recording,

tracking and reconciling your outgoing

transactions, saving you hours of data entry and

admin time.

Get deep reporting on all expenditure – tracking

all your staff spending through the one platform

means you have unprecedented access to data

and reporting. This gives you the ability to track

each department or branch and follow a clear

breadcrumb trail for all outgoing costs and staff

expenses.

Spiralling staff expenses can have a

profoundly negative impact on your

cashflow. But with a cloud-based

expenses management system in

place, you’re in full control of every

transaction, every cost and the

overriding impact on your cash

position.
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Are you heading away for a break from the

business this year?

This time of year can be hard on small business.

Your expenses continue and your cashflow can

suffer when your debtors go on holiday.

Leading up to the holiday period, is your business

cash flow in good health to carry you through?

With a bit of pre-planning and being proactive,

you can set yourself up for a financially stress-

free holiday.

Planning your cash-flow over the holiday period

Invoice early - Send any invoices that you can,

and in advance if possible. Perhaps consider

whether you have any regular clients or

customers that you could offer a retainer or

similar deal to if they book services or make a

purchase from you in advance.

Chase payment - Use this opportunity to chase up

any outstanding payments. Strong

communication and relationships matter - talk to

clients and chase invoices.

Talk to suppliers - A little honesty can go a long

way. Perhaps they can extend a line of credit for

your payments to them. In most cases, a good

supplier would rather offer a little flexibility to

keep an ongoing business relationship.

Review your costs - Make sure you have a clear

picture of your payroll, and any other planned

expenses that will need to be accounted for. It’s

also a good idea to do a general review of

expenses. Business costs can creep up, and it’s a

great idea to make a time to check on your

expenses regularly, no matter what your financial

situation. Review all of your regular payments and

subscriptions as well as upcoming costs. There

may be travel, functions or purchases which you

can decide on an alternative approach to.

Talk to the bank or tax department - If cashflow is

tight, make sure you have conversations early so

you have everything in place to see you through.
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Merry Christmas!

Thank you for your business in 2023.

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

We hope you will be able to take some time over the Christmas break

to connect with family and friends to recharge and relax.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our valued clients

for their wonderful support throughout the year and look forward to

working with you all again in 2024. 

From Partners & Staff at DFK Gray Perry.
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